Container List: Boxes 169 to 174

**Box One Hundred and Sixty-Nine** - Scrapbooks & Miscellanea
Scrapbook of newspaper clippings, photographs, programs, correspondence, etc. of the dedication of Wing R on 31 March 1941 (compiled by Miriam M. Romano)

**Box One Hundred and Seventy** - Scrapbooks & Miscellanea
Scrapbook (mostly photographs) pertaining to the Civilian Psychiatric Consultants group in the European theatre in 1945
Scrapbook of photographs of views and personnel of the Dept. of Psychiatry, Univ. of Cincinnati, mid-1940s

**Box One Hundred and Seventy-One** - Scrapbooks & Misc.
VA Canandaigua photo scrapbook
Small album of 3x5" photographs taken at dinner in honor of JR's 75 birthday at the Oak Hill Country Club, Friday, 7 Oct 1983
"Romano Day" scrapbook (8 Oct 1983)

**Box One Hundred and Seventy-Two** - Scrapbooks & Misc.
Scrapbook of the dedication of the John Romano Community Residence, 8 Oct 1987

**Box One Hundred and Seventy-Three** - Scrapbooks & Misc.
Bound volume of letters received by JR on the occasion of his 80th birthday (1988)

**Box One Hundred and Seventy-Four** - Scrapbooks & Misc.
Six medallions (Rush, Charcot, Freud, A. Meyer, Adler and Horney) mounted between sheets of plexiglass